
The bride was a boyThe bride was a boy

by Chii (she/her) - YG 306.768 CHII
Shortly after Chii starts transitioning, she meets a man who is
instantly enamored by her, and although he is surprised when Chii
eventually tells him she used to live as a guy, he still wants to go
out with her.

Beyond the gender binaryBeyond the gender binary

by Alok Vaid-Menon (they/them)
YA 305.3 VAID_MENON
Vaid-Menon dares the world to see gender not in black and white,
but in full color. Taking from their own experiences as a gender non-
conforming artist, they show us that gender is a malleable and
creative form of expression. The only limit is your imagination.

Being Jazz : my life as a (transgenderBeing Jazz : my life as a (transgender

teen)teen)

by Jazz Jennings (she/her) - YA 306.768 JENNINGS
The author reccounts how her public experiences have
influenced her attitude towards the transgender community, as
she works to educate others about transgenderism while
navigating the challenges of being a teenager.

Trans+ : love, sex, romance, and beingTrans+ : love, sex, romance, and being

youyou

by Kathryn Gonzales (she/her) - Y 306.76 GONZALES
TRANS+ answers all your questions, easy and hard, about gender
and covers mental health, physical health and reproduction,
transitioning, relationships, sex, and life as a trans or nonbinary
individual. It's full of essential information you need - and want - to
know and includes real-life stories from teens like you!
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Felix ever afterFelix ever after

by Kacen Callender (they/them) - YA CALLENDER
Felix Love, a transgender seventeen-year-old, attempts to
get revenge by catfishing his anonymous bully, but lands in a
quasi-love triangle with his former enemy and his best
friend.

DreadnoughtDreadnought

by April Daniels (she/her) - YA DANIELS
After inheriting the powers of Dreadnought, Danny Tozer's
hidden transgender identity is brought into the open when
her body assumes the gender she identifies with, bringing
personal complications just as she is forced to face the
original Dreadnought's killer.

I wish you all the bestI wish you all the best

by Mason Deaver (they/them) - YA DEAVER
Thrown out of their parents' home and moving in with their
estranged sister after coming out as nonbinary, Ben De Backer
struggles to endure an anxiety disorder and the last half of senior
year while bonding with a charismatic new friend.

PetPet

by Akwaeke Emezi (they/them) - YA EMEZI
In a near-future society that claims to have gotten rid of all
monstrous people, a creature emerges from a painting
seventeen-year-old Jam's mother created, a hunter from
another world seeking a real-life monster.

The passing playbookThe passing playbook

by Isaac Fitzsimons (he/him) - Y FITZSIMONS
Fifteen-year-old Spencer Harris is a proud nerd, an
awesome big brother, and a David Beckham in training. He's
also transgender. After transitioning at his old school leads
to a year of isolation and bullying, Spencer gets a fresh start
at Oakley, the most liberal private school in Ohio.

When the Moon was oursWhen the Moon was ours

by Anna-Marie McLemore (they/them) - YA MCLEMORE
Best friends Miel, who has roses growing from her wrist, and
Sam, who paints moons to hang from the trees, run into
trouble from the four beautiful Bonner girls, who are rumored
to be witches and want the roses that grow from Miel's skin.

Cemetery BoysCemetery Boys

by Aiden Thomas (he/they) - Y THOMAS
Determined to prove himself a real brujo to the traditional
Latinx family that does not accept his true gender, a trans boy
summons the ghost of the resident bad boy, who refuses to
return quietly to death.

Cheer up! : love and pompomsCheer up! : love and pompoms

by Crystal Frasier (she/her) - YG FRASIER
Annie is a smart, antisocial lesbian starting her senior year of high school
who's under pressure to join the cheerleader squad to make friends and
round out her college applications. Her former friend BeBe is a people-
pleaser, a trans girl who must keep her parents happy with her grades
and social life to keep their support of her transition. Through the rigors
of squad training and amped up social pressures the two girls rekindle a

friendship they thought they'd lost

Boys run the riotBoys run the riot, Volume 1, Volume 1

by Keito Gaku (he/him) - YG GAKU
Ryo knows he is transgender, although he cannot tell anyone,
until he discovers that Jin, a new student in his class, has the
same taste in clothing as he does.

Gender queer : A MemoirGender queer : A Memoir

by Maia Kobabe (e/em/eir) - YG 306.76 KOBABE
Started as a way to explain to eir family what it means to be nonbinary

and asexual, Gender Queer is more than a personal story: it is a useful

and touching guide on gender identity - what it means and how to think

about it- for advocates, friends, and humans everywhere.
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